Blind forensics of JPEG image tampering as a kind of digital image blind forensics technology is gradually becoming a new research hotspot in the field of image security. Firstly, the main achievements of domestic and foreign scholars in the blind forensic technology of JPEG image tampering were briefly described. Then, according to the different methods of tampering and detection, the current detection was divided into two types: double JPEG compression detection and block effect inconsistency detection. This paper summarized the existing methods of JPEG image blind forensics detection, and analyzed the two methods. Finally, the existing problems and future research trends were analyzed and prospected to provide further theoretical support for the research of JPEG image blind forensics technology.
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namely blind forensics technology, is a kind of technology that verifies the authenticity and source of images without relying on pre-signature or pre-embedding information extraction [1] . Compared with active forensics, passive forensics has higher application and research value, but it is more difficult to obtain evidence than active forensics. JPEG, as one of the popular image formats at present, is also the image compression standard. Its advantage is that it can still obtain better image quality with relatively high compression rate and relatively fast processing speed. Therefore, the blind forensics research on JPEG tampered images has very important significance and application prospect. This paper briefly describes the main achievements in passive forensics of JPEG image tampering.
Based on the different methods of tamper and detection, the current detection methods can be divided into dual JPEG compression detection method and JPEG block effect inconsistency detection method. The performance of representative methods of two kinds of detection methods is evaluated.
Double JPEG Detection

Double JPEG Image Compression Principle
The double compression of JPEG image means that after the JPEG image is decompressed, it is compressed with a new quantization table and stored again.
When image software is used for image tampering, after the tampering is completed, the JPEG image may be compressed again with a quality factor different from the original image compression factor, that is, the dual JPEG image compression. It should be noted that when the first compression quality factor QF1 is equal to the second compression quality factor QF2, the characteristics of the image do not change significantly, in this case, the image is not called through JPEG compression. The image double compression process is shown in Figure   1 : decompression of the original JPEG image is performed first, namely decoding and inverse quantization, followed by inverse DCT transformation, and the decompression image is finally compressed for a second time.
Double-JPEG Image Blind Forensics Algorithm
Researchers have developed many blind forensics algorithms for double-JPEG tampered images. The method of locating tampering areas by estimating the first compression quantization table of images [2] [3] [4] has been studied by many scholars. Farid uses different compression factors to re-compress the JPEG images adaptive threshold to optimize the posterior probability density map, and classified and judged the threshold. Detection and separation of tampered areas were realized through the posterior probability density map [9] . Experimental results
show that this method can automatically detect and extract the tampered areas quickly and accurately, and the detection results are significantly improved when the first quality factor is greater than the second quality factor.
Literature JPEG double compressed image detection can be divided into compression detection based on different quantization and the same quantization matrix [13] .
The feature classification and detection results of the specific algorithm are shown in Table 1 , the recognition effect is comprehensively considered according to the detection time and detection effect described in the corresponding [28]. Literature [29] proposes a convolutional neural network detection algorithm based on double JPEG compression. Literature [30] and literature [31] respectively use naive Bayesian classifier and SVM classifier to detect and extract double JPEG compressed images. Table 2 and Table 3 are AUC values of three algorithms in literature [29] [30] and [31] respectively in two data sets. It can be concluded from the two table data that the algorithm in literature [29] is superior to the other two algorithms, especially in the case of QF2. Although the algorithm achieves good results, the computational complexity is obviously higher than the other two algorithms.
JPEG Block Effect Inconsistency Detection
Generation of JEPG Image Block Effect
In JPEG coding, the two-dimension DCT transformation is performed for each sub-block after partitioning. Although the computation of DCT transformation can be significantly reduced in this way, the correlation of pixel values between original sub-blocks may be ignored. In the next quantization stage, in order to achieve image compression, the quantization step size at the high frequency Table 2 . AUC values of literature [29] , literature [30] and literature [31] in the large data set. 
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The reverse quantization operation is carried out at the decoding end, as shown in formula (2), the DCT coefficient after the reverse quantization is obtained:
Then DCT inverse transformation is carried out to obtain the decoded image, so that the distribution of decoding quantization error e (u, v) × Q (u, v) can be obtained in the whole decoded image. The decoding quantization error will be superimposed during the block processing of JPEG image, and then the decoding will break the correlation between each sub-block in the image, so the block-effect phenomenon is formed at the sub-block boundary.
Algorithm Based on JEPG Image Block Effect
In recent years, domestic and foreign researchers have proposed many algorithms to eliminate the block effect [33] - [38] , but these algorithms in the block effect is used to eliminate the blurred image at the same time be tampering with the evidence, so the algorithm of image block effect to eliminate only able to increase the quality of compressed image, JPEG tampering with the harsh conditions of image blind forensics has not improved. Literature [39] first proposed a fast and effective method to detect JPEG block effect, that is, if there is no compression, the difference between adjacent pixels intersecting the block boundary should be similar to the difference between adjacent pixels within the block, but the difference between adjacent pixels intersecting the block boundary will be different after JPEG compression. Figure 2 shows the difference between the pixels within each 8 × 8 block with an intersecting block boundary with a compression quality factor of 85 in Lena image, as shown in formula (3): However, this method is only applicable to images with large compression quality factors. Wei Weimin et al. [41] proposed a measurement algorithm for block effect measurement of JPEG spectrum to identify the authenticity of the image. 
Conclusions
Existing Problems
With the rapid development of image processing technology, image tampering has tended to be normalized. Although the blind forensics technology of JPEG image tampering has achieved some effects, it has not made many breakthroughs in recent years and there is no perfect architecture, which is mainly reflected in the following aspects:
1) The method is highly targeted. 
Research Prospect
Blind forensics of JPEG image tampering is a kind of passive forensics. Tampering detection can be divided into two types: double JPEG compression detection and block effect inconsistency detection. So far, the solutions to the problems faced are not completely mature, and there is still a certain gap with the actual application. Based on the summary and analysis of the existing research work, future research prospects can be considered from the following aspects:
1) Most JPEG image dual compression methods are only effective when the second compression quality factor QF2 is higher than the first QF1. When QF1 > QF2, the detection effect of the algorithm is poor. In the case of large JPEG second compression quality factor, forensic algorithm detection is still effective, which is the future research trend.
2) When the image is tampered with a lower compression quality factor, the original JPEG compression trace of the tampered area will be destroyed, and the tampering detection difficulty will increase. Therefore, when the tampered image is compressed and saved again with a lower quality factor than the original image, the blind forensics method of JPEG tampered image based on block effect measurement usually has poor or even invalid detection results. The faked JPEG image which is compressed again with a quality factor smaller than the original image can be further analyzed by combining other features, such as combining with the dual quantization of the JPEG image. 
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